Emerging urban residential land markets in post-Socialist Mozambique:
The impact on the poor and alternatives to improve land access and urban development
An action-research project in peri-urban areas of Maputo
CASE STUDIES

Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 1

General information
1.

What is the composition of the main residential household?
6. Plot holder (86 years), daughter and 5 grand-children (3 from daughter, 2 from son). Son is absent ("comandante" in
Beira) with rest of his family. A neighbour's daughter has a house on part of the plot ceded to her for this.

2.

General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The plotholder is retired – he was a fisherman. His boat operated from Costa de Sol but was stolen. He learnt to fish when
he came to the city. The daughter works as a domestic worker. The level of household goods was very low. They have no
savings or bank account. They have no "machamba".
•
Human assets
Of the household only the daughter is of working age.
•
Physical assets
There are schools and a health post in the area. They get water from a neighbour. They use charcoal for cooking. There is
an unimproved latrine. The area is seen as having some security problems from thieves. There is no perception of specific
environmental problems. There are a number of mature trees on the plot planted by the plotholder. There are good
relations with neighbours. The household lives in a small four room house, the first constructed on the plot. It is part
"caniço" (partly plastered), and part blocks, covered with zinc sheets. There was no kitchen and a very basic bath/latrine
enclosure (caniço). The son is building a relatively large house on the plot, but this is unfinished (walls only) and has not
been added to in some time.
•
Socio-cultural assets
The family is composed of the head of family and his descendants, with a neighbour on part of the plot. The neighbour
assists the elderly head of family when the daughter is at work . The daughter is the "breadwinner". There are relatively
strong links with other family in the city. There are relatively weak links with the plotholder's family in Inhambane
province. The links with the son are also not strong now as he is settled in Beira. There is mutual assistance with
neighbours. The plotholder is a member of the Assembly of God church where he goes often and gets food and other
assistance.
•
Legal-political assets
No-one is politically active but they vote. There is little perception of link with the new municipality. The local "structures"
still have some function however.

Information on historical access to land
3.

How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
The plotholder occupied the land in 1948, some time after coming to the city (in his 20's).

4.

Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes.
If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
Yes. The land was part of a large area belonging to a foreigner (Sr Kock), but was undeveloped "bush" with wild
animals. The city was more than 1 km away at the time.
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
The plotholder was allocated an area to live and cultivate by the local chief representing the landowner. He paid a
symbolic 30 Escudos for the plot. There is no document. A few other concessions were made in the general area.
Later a nuymber of people were required to move as the landowner wanted to develop the land. The plotholder was
not affected
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a
•
Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
N/a

5.
6.

Plot development
7.

1

What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
Nothing. The plotholder built his house, planted trees and cultivate a "machamba" in a much larger area than he now
occupies)
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8.

How has this changed?
The land around him was gradually conceded to other people – some by him, but most by the local "structures" about
1977. His son later started to build his house. Later still he ceded a part of the plot to the duaghter of a neighbour.

9.

How has the household composition changed since then?
The wife of the plotholder died and the 2 children grew up, the son leaving home.

10. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
11.

Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes.

12. If not, why not?
N/a
13. If so, does documentation support this?
No documentation but the "structures" know he was the original occupant.
14. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
None
15. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
The plot will remain in the family for his descendants.
16. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial difficulties in developing the plot as "eveyhting is so expemnsive now".
17. Would the household sell the plot?
No
18. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
19. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children.
20. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Not asked
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 2

General information
6.

What is the composition of the main residential household?
10. Plotholder, wife (interviewee) and their 7 children, with the plotholders adult brother.

7.

General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The plotholder works in restaurante and his brother works in Televisa (a cable TV company with many dayworkers at the
moment) They sometimes sell some foodstuff from the front of the plot. They have no bank account or savings. There was
a low level of household goods.
•
Human assets
The two adult members of the family work, the wife does not work and has no "machamba". All of the children in school
age are in school (the eldest girl is 15 years old and studying 6th Class).
•

Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby, but they study in a school far away. Water is bought from neirghbours,
paying monthly. The use parafin for cooking and light as charcoal and firewood are too expensive. There is a latrine.
There are no major erosion or other environmental problems. The area is secure and they have good relations with
the neighbours. The plotholder has built the unfinished house they presently live in (bricks with zinc roof, no
windows, only a few doors), together with the bathroom behind (blocks with zinc roof). There are some young fruit
trees.

•
Socio-cultural assets
The family is a nuclear family with a participating relative – they share the household economy. There are fairly close
relations with other family in the city, and also in Gaza province with fairly regular trips. The household is a meber of the
Zion church but there is no material benefit from the church. No-one is a member of a mutual aid organisation.
•

Legal-political assets

No-one is a member of a political party. Those with a vote have used it. They would like to see the municipality resolve
problems of water supply.

Information on historical access to land
8.

How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1983
9. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
N/a
10. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
The plotholder bought a house on the plot in 1983. Before that they lived in the dowtown area of the city.
21. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
N/a
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
The previous owner left for Inhambane province. The wife does not know how her husband heard of the plot being
available as she was in Gaza at the time. The previous owner was not a family member or friend.
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development

22. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
A "caniço" house which they lived in for some years until they managed to get the current house to stage they could live in
it (still very unfinished) – 4 years so far.
23. How has this changed?
They have built the bathroom/latrine and the 4 room house (unfinished).
24. How has the household composition changed since then?
The children have been born and the brother-in-law has come to stay.
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25. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
26.

Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes
27. If not, why not?
N/a
28. If so, does documentation support this?
They have a document proving they bought the house from the previous owner – not sure of type of document.
29. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
N/a
30. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
As the family home
31. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Cost of construction, water supply
32. Would the household sell the plot?
The wife felt unable to answer this
33. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
The wife felt unable to answer this
34. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The wife and children as far as the mother is aware.
35. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
N/a
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 3

General information

11. What is the composition of the main residential household?
7. Mother and 6 children, the father died 9 years ago. The oldest daughter is 25, the youngest child is 9.
12. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
No-one has any formal economic activity. The father worked in a restuarante and they were to receive some form of
financial assistance but were cheated out of this by someone. The mother sometimes manages to fish for prawns and sell
these. There was a very low level of household goods.
•
Human assets
The daughter and oldest son have looked for work but have not managed to get this. The three youngest children are
studying in the local school.
•

Physical assets
There is a local school and health post. The household buys water from a neighbour, there is no electricity and they
use charcoal for cooking, paraffin and candles for illumination. They have no latrine. There is a problem of erosion in
the path in front of the house when it rains. They consider the zone to have quite a lot of crime but relations with the
neighbours are good. There are two house constructions, both in "caniço" with 1 room each, covered with zinc. The
bathroom is virtually non-existent and they have no kitchen.

•
Socio-cultural assets
The family relations internally are good but with other family members in the city not so good as they are so poor. They
have no relations with family outside of the city. They are linked to the Velhos Apostolos church and the church gives
some material assistance. No-one is involved in other organisations such as mutual aid associations.
•
Legal-political assets
They have voted but there is no real percepotion that the municipality can do anything relevant for the household.

Information on historical access to land

13. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
The father as original plotholder occupied the land long before Independence (1975) when the first daughter was born.
14. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
As far as they know.
15. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
36. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
As far as they know.
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
They do not know as their father did this.
•
•

If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a
Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development

37. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
As far as they know it was unoccupied.
38. How has this changed?
They have built the houses
39. How has the household composition changed since then?
The children have been born and the father passed away.
40. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
41.

Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes
42. If not, why not?
N/a
43. If so, does documentation support this?
No document but the local "structures" recognise their right – and allocated part of the land which was theirs previously to
other occupants over time.
44. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Poverty
45. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Not possible due to poverty.
46. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Poverty
47. Would the household sell the plot?
The mother had suggested selling the plot but the children refuised as it is their only asset.
48. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
Has not been considered.
49. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children.
50. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The location.
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 4

General information

16. What is the composition of the main residential household?
9. Plotholder, wife and 7 children.
17. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
Only the plotholder has work (plumber in the maintenance section of the University nearby). They have virtually no
savings but the plotholder has a bank account (nothing left out of salary these days to save). There is a low level of
household goods.
•
Human assets
It is a nuclear family with limited human resourcs – the wife does not work but sometimes sells some products near the
house.
•
Physical assets
3 children are in school, which is nearby (private "community" school). The health post is also nearby. There is a football
field where the children can play near. There is piped water to the plot (1 tap). There is no electricity and they use
charcoal or firewood for cooking. There is a bathroom and latrine. Transport is far now that the main road has disappeared
through erosion – the plotholder walsk to work however. There is no immediate erosion problem near the plot. Rubbish is
buried or dumped where the municipality picks it up occasionally. The area is safe, and there are good relations with
neighbiurs. The house is made of blocks with a zinc roof. There is a kitchen of blocks and zinc and a latrine of blocks.
•
Socio-cultural assets
It is a nuclear family. There are good social relations with other family members in the city but the level of poverty does
not allow much reciprocal assistance. Although there are good relations with the part of the family in Gaza Province the
cost of transport does not allow this to be of much benefit. No-one is linked to a church in the household, nor any savings
or mutual assistance associations.
•
Legal-political assets
No-one is a party member but the adults vote, although not in the municipal elections.

Information on historical access to land

18. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1983 (17 years)
19. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes
20. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
51. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
Yes
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
The plotholder lived in a plot in another part of the bairro with his uncle and aunt. His uncle went with him to ask for
land from the local "structures" – "chefe do circulo". The "chefe do quarteirão" demarcated the plot. There is no
document of concession.
•

If they bought the land, was this from:
They did not pay for the land.

•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
N/a

Plot development

52. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
It was vacant
53. How has this changed?
The plotholder has built his house and planted trees. The first house was of "caniço".
54. How has the household composition changed since then?
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The family has grown as children were born.
55. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
56.

Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes as the local structures demarcated it.

57. If not, why not?
N/a
58. If so, does documentation support this?
No
59. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
N/a
60. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
The location – near work and other amenities – and safe.
61. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
None – wants to extend the house and is saving (in blocks) for this.
62. Would the household sell the plot?
No
63. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
64. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The plotholders wife and family.
65. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
It's location.
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 5

General information

21. What is the composition of the main residential household?
8. Plotholder, wife, their 5 children and plotholder's young brother
22. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The current income is from odd jobs (he has welding equipment) and his wife sells at times in the local market. They have
no savings and gave up the bank account. They have a reasonable amount of household goods.
•
Human assets
The plotholder is the only person normally economically active. He gave up his last job a few months ago as it wasd too
far away (Matola). He works in construction. He is now doing some odd jobs based from home but looking for a new job.
3 children currently are in school. He built the barber shop for his brother to work in but they have not the money to buy
the equipment.
•
Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby, also a football field. The house has a water tap and electicity. They use
electricity and charcoal to cook. There is a latrine. Rubbish is buried or thrown where other people do this near the erosion
valley. The municipal tractor which collects some rubbish does not come near due to erosion valleys. There is a threat of
erosion in front of the house which the plotholder has tried to solve with earth but it keeps getting washed away. There is
a reasonable sense of security in the area and good neighbours. The house is of blocks with a zinc roof (various extensions
over the years). There is a garage (zinc roof) and barber shop (blocks/zinc)
•
Socio-cultural assets
Relations with family members in the city are good but there is little mutual help. Visits to Inhambane Province, from
where the plotholder came, are regular but the problem of transport at the other end does not allow much to be brought
to help with life in the city. The family is linked to a church but there is noi material benefit.
•
Legal-political assets
The adults have voted, but the plotholder does not see any benefit from the municipality. This should deal with the erosion
problems and build roads. No-one is a member of any political or other association, including the church.

Information on historical access to land

23. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1982
24. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
no
25. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchased it and a caniço house on it from an old man who wanted to return to Gaza province (16,800 mt at the time = 7
months salary). His cousin helped him purchase. He previously loived with his uncle in Malhangalene bairro in the city.
66. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
N/a
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
The Grupo Dinamizador witnessed the sale of the house and gave him a decalaryion to this effect.
•

If they bought the land, was this from:
See above

•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development

67. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
A caniço house which was used for some years before building the cuirrent block house in phases.
68. How has this changed?
Various extensions have been built, including a garage, a kiosk and a barbner shop. The latter two are currently disused
(no money for haircutting machine).
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69. How has the household composition changed since then?
The children have been born and are growing up.
70. Cite any reasons for the household changes
Investment

Attitudes to land
71.

Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes, as the local "structures" witnessed the purchase.

72. If not, why not?
N/a
73. If so, does documentation support this?
No document for the land, a purchase agreement for the house which was witnessed by the local Grupo Dinamizador. The
plotholder is not currently interested in regularising the plot as a neighbour has tried and despite paying a lot of money to
people in the municaplity has not managed to resolve this. The plotholder is aware of changes in the Land law and has
heard of ORAM and would participate in a regularisation campaign if this was brought benefit.
74. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion
75. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
The base for the family
76. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
The erosion
77. Would the household sell the plot?
Yes if the terms were favourable.
78. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
Possibly but more likely to sell.
79. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The plotholder's wife and children
80. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The location
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 6

General information

26. What is the composition of the main residential household?
7. Plotholder, wife and 3 children, nephew of plotholder (interviewed) and a visitor.
27. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The plotholder and his wife are economically active – the others are too young. The interviewee is also studying (6th class).
The plotholder is an informal trader in the big informal market "Estrela" and his wife is in domestic service in the city.
There was a certain level of household goods (inc. fridge). No-one has a bank account.
•
Human assets
All children in school age are studying.
•
Physical assets
There are schools nearby and a health post. They purchase water from a neighbour, have an electricity connection and a
latrine. They cook with electricioty and paraffin. Rubbish is buried. The area is secure and they have good relations with
their neighbours. The house is of blocks with a zinc roof. They cook on the small varandah. There is a block wall
bathroom/latrine and a shade structure with vine over.
•
Socio-cultural assets
The plotholder's grandmother is from Cape Verde and they have no family in the city or the countryside? The grandmother
now lives in Beira to live with her sister. No-one is a member of a church or mutual aid association.
•
Legal-political assets
No-one is a member of an political party. The adults have voted. The municipality should do something about erosion –
the plot is in danger of further erosion.

Information on historical access to land

28. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1998
29. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No
30. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchased from neighbour. They previously lived in Malhangalene bairro in the city with the grandmother who then sold
her house and moved to Beira.
81. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
no
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
Neighbour who sub-divided a small part of their own plot to sell
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development

82. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
The part they occupied was vacant.
83. How has this changed?
They have built the house, bathroom/latrine and a shade as well as planting trees and flowers/plants.
84. How has the household composition changed since then?
No
85. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
86.

Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes

87. If not, why not?
N/a
88. If so, does documentation support this?
No – although the nephew does not know if his uncle the plotholder has any document of purchase. However the "chefe
de quarteirão" witnessed the sale.
89. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion
90. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
They want to develop the house.
91. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
N/a
92. Would the household sell the plot?
No
93. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No – no space
94. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children
95. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Location near work and the coast.
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 7

General information

31. What is the composition of the main residential household?
7. Plotholder, wife and 4 children and a nephew.
32. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The plotholder works (switchboard operator in central hospital since 1976), his eldest son is 20 and works as a domestic
servant (comes home at weekends). The wife does not work or have a machamba. The level of household goods is low.
No bank account any more.
•
Human assets
As above.
•

Physical assets
Two children of school age are in school nearby. They use the local health post or directly to the central hospital.
Water is bought – previously from neighbours, now on the other side of the erosion valley. They have electricity but
use charcoal and paraffin for cooking. Transport to work is by foot – otherwise by "chapa" at Av Lenine as Av Nyerere
was destroyed by erosion. They have a home-made latrine. There is a lot of erosion – the area which the house is on
is an "island" between erosion valleys and some neighbours have lost houses. The house is 1 room with a partial
divider and made with blocks and zinc sheet roof. The zone is relatively safe and there are good relations with
neighbours. The bathrrom and latrine are uncovered caniço.

•
Socio-cultural assets
The household has strong links with other family in maputo (brother of plotholder especially). The family links outside the
city are with Vilanculos in Inhambane and it is very expensive to visit, hence this is less regular now than before because
of the cost of transport. The household is a member of the catholic church but receive no material assistance from this.
They would ask neighbours for help in the first instance. The plotholder was a member of a mutual savings association
("xitique") but has dropped out because of financial difficulties.
•
Legal-political assets
The plotholder is a Frelimo Party member and has voted in the elections, including the municipal elections. The
municipality should do something about the erosion and rebuild Av Nyerere.

Information on historical access to land

33. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1984, before that in neighbouring Maxaquene bairro.
34. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No
35. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchase – cost 160,000 Mt
96. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
N/a
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
Someone known to a colleague at work.
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development

97. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
The current house.
98. How has this changed?
Plotholder has linked up to electricity.
99. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing up, nephew staying
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100. Cite any reasons for the household changes
Nephew came to stay to allow him to go to school.

Attitudes to land

101. Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes
102. If not, why not?
N/a
103. If so, does documentation support this?
The plotholder has a sales contract with the previous owner, witnessed by the Grupo Dinamizador, and offially notarised.
104. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion
105. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Would regularise the land allocation if possible as wants to invest to improve the house for the children.
106. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial
107. Would the household sell the plot?
No
108. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
109. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The wife and children
110. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Location – near work and city
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 8

General information

36. What is the composition of the main residential household?
5. Plotholder (widow), her 2 children, sister and brother-in-law.
37. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The plotholder works as a primary school teacher. Her husband also worked, but died in June 2000. The brother-in-law
works in a printing firm in the city centre. There was a relatively high level of household goods including fridge and
furniture.
•
Human assets
As above. The plotholder has a domestic worker. The only child at school age studies, the others are small.
•
Physical assets
There are schools and a health post nearby. There is nowhere for the children to play and hence they play in the erosion
channel in front of the house (estimated 12 m deep). They had a water tap on the plot but this was cut off with the
erosion. Water is purchased on the other side of the erosion valley. They have an electricity connection and use gas for
cooking. Transport is at Av Lenine. There is a latrine. There is a big problem with erosion that could affect them at any
time – their neighbours in front have been relocated as their house fell into the erosion valley. Relations with neighbours
are good. The area is relatively secure. The house is built with blocks and zince roof and has been extended once already
(has windows). There is a block bath/latrine structure.
•
Socio-cultural assets
Family relations are close – especially with plotholder's brothers who live not too far away. They have close relations also
with family outside of the city – Gaza province. The family is a member of the catholic church, but has not received
material assistance. She was part of a "xitique" but now saves with some other church members.
•
Legal-political assets
The plotholder voted in national elections but not municipal elections. The minicipality has to do something about the
erosion.

Information on historical access to land

38. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1995 – before they lived in Alto-Mahe in the central city.
39. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes, the plot was an area used previously for community meetings
40. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Conceded by the local Grupo Dinamizadore (sale denied but possible).
111. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
yes
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
The husband approached the Grupo Dinamizadore
•

If they bought the land, was this from:
The land might have been purchased but the ionterviewee did not acknowledge this.

•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development

112. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
Nothing
113. How has this changed?
They have built the house and extended it
114. How has the household composition changed since then?
The husband died and the brother-in-law came to stay.
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115. Cite any reasons for the household changes
As above

Attitudes to land

116. Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes
117. If not, why not?
N/a
118. If so, does documentation support this?
The plotholder has a declaration from the Grupo Dinamizadore on the concession.
119. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion. Although they would like to regularise the land allocation, they feel threatened by the erosion valley and would
prefer to move.
120. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
None currently due to the threat of erosion
121. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
As above
122. Would the household sell the plot?
No – no-one would buy in current situation
123. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No – as above
124. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children
125. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The plot is well located for work and the city centre
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 9

General information

41. What is the composition of the main residential household?
7. Plotholder, wife and 5 children
42. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
Plotholder is only person with income (cook in secondary school hostel in city). He also rears pigs on the plot (although
this is seen as "temporary"). Plotholder is member of a "xitique" at work (but this gives little help). There is no bank
account. No machamba. There is a low level of household goods.
•
Human assets
The children of school age are in school nearby. No-one else works.
•
Physical assets
There are schools and a health post nearby, but they would tend to go to a hospital if sick. They had water in the house
but the tubes were cut by the erosion valleys. Water is no purchased on the other side of the valley (500mt/bucket at time
of purchase). There is electricity but they use paraffin and charcoal for cooking. There is a minor problem of erosion in the
immediate area but they atre an isalnd surrounded by large erosion channels. There is a latine. There area is considered
safe. Relations with neighbours are good. The house is made of blocks with zinc roof. There is a pigsty and caniço bath
and latrine structures.
•
Socio-cultural assets
The family has various relatives in neighbouring bairros as well as outside of Maputo (Gaza), whom they visit irregularly
(cost). They are members of a church (unspecified) but do not receive assistance from this. If they need assistance the
plotholder asks for an advance of pay at work.
•
Legal-political assets
The adults have voted, including municipal elections. The municipality should fix the roads and make arrangements for
rubbish.

Information on historical access to land

43. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1977, before in Maxaquene
44. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes
45. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
126. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
yes
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
The local "structures" allocated this – it was at the time of the upgrading of Maxaquene and there was no payment.
Relatives presented him to the Grup Dinamizadore.
•
•

If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a
Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
N/a

Plot development

127. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
Nothing, the trees were planted by the plotholder
128. How has this changed?
Built house and planted trees – no extensions
129. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing up.
130. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land

131. Does the household feel secure on the land?
Yes
132. If not, why not?
N/a
133. If so, does documentation support this?
Has a declaration by the local "structures"
134. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion – would transfer to a more secure zone iof this was facilitated
135. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Would like to extend/improve house if had financial resources. Has not considered regularisation.
136. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Erosion
137. Would the household sell the plot?
No
138. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
139. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The wife and children
140. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The location as this is near the city where the plotholder works.
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 10

General information

46. What is the composition of the main residential household?
3. Plotholder, wife and brother
47. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
All three members of the family work – the plotholder is an electrician in a firm in Matola (neighbouring city) since 1998
and does extra work on his own account at weekends. His brother runs the kiosk on the plot and his wife does not work
outside the home. There is no machamba. There is some household savings but no bank account. There is a reasonable
level of household goods.
•
Human assets
As above
•
Physical assets
There are schools and a health post nearby. They buy water on the other side of the ersoion valley. The use charcoal and
paraffin for cooking (no electricity). They have a latrine. Transport is far away now the road is cut off. Rubbish is thrown in
the erosion channels. The area is considered safe and there are good relations with the neighbours. There are 2 houses,
one in "caniço" and one in blocks and zinc. There is also the "caniço" kiosk.
•
Socio-cultural assets
The inter-family relations are good. The plotholder saves in a "xitique" with his brother. They have other relatives nearby
but the rest of the family is far away (Zambezia province) and they visit seldom. The household is linked to the catholic
church but there is no material benefit. If in need they would ask neighbours or family nearby.
•
Legal-political assets
The adults voted in the national elections but not the municipal elections. The municipality should fill in the erosion
channels and reconstitute the road.

Information on historical access to land

48. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1992, before that they lived down on the coastal plain from where they were relocated by the French Schyool – they opted
for a cash payment for compensation rather than a plot which was far away (Magoanine).
49. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No
50. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchase
141. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
No
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
No
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
From an uncle who also had a house not far away
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development

142. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
A caniço house which they lived in initially – cost 2,500,000 mt
143. How has this changed?
They built a block house and a new caniço house and kiosk
144. How has the household composition changed since then?
His wife came to live with him
145. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N /a
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Attitudes to land

146. Does the household feel secure on the land?
No – however mainly because of the erosion, although he knows the plot is on the proposed second lane of the main road.
147. If not, why not?
As above
148. If so, does documentation support this?
No – he has no documents of sale or authorisation
149. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion and possible relocation because of the road.
150. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
None due to above – would now move even to distant area.
151. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Not interested – as above
152. Would the household sell the plot?
No one interested
153. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
As above
154. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Has not thought about this – probably with brother.
155. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Location – near city and main road (although this is cut off)
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 11

General information

51. What is the composition of the main residential household?
10. Plotholder, wife (interviewee), 2 children, 2 nephew/nieces; plotholder's brother and wife and 2 children
52. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
The plotholder works as a guard, his brother and wife both work. There is a very low level of household goods (they lost
some in the recent floods/erosion). There are no savings or bank account as the income just covers food costs. The two
families share the land but keep economies separate (eat separately).
•
Human assets
As above
•
Physical assets
Only 3 children study due to financial difficulties – those that do do in the "Community School" where you pay. They use
the health post but it costs and this has led to some treatments not being undertaken (the interviewee was sick at time of
interview). There is nowhere for the children to play. Water is bought on the other side of the erosion channel, there is no
electircity, they use charcoal, paraffin or firewood if they can find it. They go to the city by foot or use the "chapa" if they
can afford it – it is far away. They have a latrine, rubbish is buried. The plot suffers from erosion as well as the path
outside. The zone is relatively safe and the relations with the neighbours generally good, except one neighbour who rents
a nearby house recently whose brother is mentally sick. There is one caniço and one block house (with zinc roof). The
bath/latrine is uncovered caniço.
•
Socio-cultural assets
The inter-family relations are good. There are other family members in the city and also in Gaza province (irregular visits)
They are members of the 12 Apostles Church but with no material benefit. As to assistance this was difficult as everyone
these days has economic difficulties – neighbours and family.
•
Legal-political assets
They have voted. The municipality should fix roads and the erosion channel or move them somewhere more secure –
other families managed to get selected but they were indicated a plot (Zimpeto) which the Agricultural Cooperative said
was theirs and they dod not get an alternative.

Information on historical access to land

53. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1991 – before in husband's family's house in Mavalane bairro
54. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes
55. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
156. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
yes
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
The Grupo Dinamizador – cost not specified but reasonable. Another brother-in-law knew someone in the GD.
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No – share within family

Plot development

157. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
nothing
158. How has this changed?
They have built the houses – the block house was later.
159. How has the household composition changed since then?
The brother of the plotholder has come to live with his family
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160. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land

161. Does the household feel secure on the land?
No
162. If not, why not?
Erosion
163. If so, does documentation support this?
No documents as the declartion given by the GD was lost in the floods
164. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion
165. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
None – they want to move but do not have the possibility
166. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial (apart from threat of erosion)
167. Would the household sell the plot?
No, although people have asked – the problem would be the amount would not allow purchase of another plot.
168. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No – they share within family
169. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Children
170. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
None currently
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 12

General information

56. What is the composition of the main residential household?
8. All young men – declared they were "brothers" but obviously not the case (all from Zambezia originally). Possibly
demobilised soldiers (see below)
57. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
7 work currently – all in "domestic service" but work at night (?). Level of household goods very low. Each has ytheir own
economy – cook separately. No bank accounts but they save to a certain extent mutually ("xitique").
•
Human assets
No one at school. As above
•
Physical assets
They would use Mavalane hospital if ill. Water is purchased near the Portuguese school. No electricity – they use charcoal
for cooking. There is a latrine. There are drainage problems on theplot which is near the bottom of the escarpment. The
zone is safe and they have good relations with neighbours. There are three caniço houses with 3 rooms each –
dormitories. There is a caniço latrine/bathroom – no kitchen.
•
Socio-cultural assets
They have families in the city and outside – Zambezia, although they visit seldom (cost). There is no inter-family
assistance. They are linked to the catholic church – no material benefit.
•
Legal-political assets
No-one is member of party (however political posters for Renamo on the door of the separate room – presumably that of
the senior plotholder who was at work at time of interview). It is possible these are demobilised soldiers but did not want
to declare this. They voted in the elections. The municipaplity should transfer them to a better zone.

Information on historical access to land

58. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1997
59. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No
60. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchase
171. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
No
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
A previous resident as they were taken out of land further down the coastal plain. (It is possible that this was the
"chefe de quarteirão" as one responded this buit the others corrected him). The cost was not specified but was "high"
– paid for by the senior plotholder (not present). No-one else participated in the purchase.
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No – the other residents do not pay rent.

Plot development

172. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
Nothing
173. How has this changed?
They have built the dormitories
174. How has the household composition changed since then?
It would appear that some arrived later than others
175. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land

176. Does the household feel secure on the land?
No
177. If not, why not?
Erosion and drainage problems
178. If so, does documentation support this?
They have a document from the local "structure".
179. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
As above
180. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
None – they would like to move. They would like to have plots for each but consider this unlikely.
181. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
N/a
182. Would the household sell the plot?
No – they have no guarantee of another location
183. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
184. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Within the group
185. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
None
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 13

General information

61. What is the composition of the main residential household?
19. Plotholder, daughter and 5 children, daughter and 11 children – all widows
62. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
No-one has any formal sector work, all of any age work in the machamba in Boane (town south of Maputo) which belongs
to the grandmother (plotholder). She goes up to 3 times a week and some family members stay there for a few weeks at a
time. The grandmother and three daughter sell in the "Xikelene" informal market. No-one has a bank account or is
member of a "xitique". Income just is enough to eat.
•
Human assets
The majority of the children are young – family 1 ranges from 5 months to 15 years, family 2 3 to 26 years. There are
approximatley 4 of work age. Only 3 children go to school because of cost.

•
Physical assets
There are schools and a health post relatiively near. Nowhere for children to play however except the plot. Water is bought
at a public source 500 mt/bucket. They cook with paraffin, charcoal and firewood. Transport is far away. Rubbish is thrown
in the adjoining erosion valley. There is a serious threat of erosion which has taken away the path and fence. They have
good relations with neighbours and the zone is safe. There are two houses in block with zinbc roof (one still in
construction, one much older). There a several caniço latribne/bath structures (no cover)
•
Socio-cultural assets
Inter- family relations are good and there is contact with family in other parts of Maputo city and Gaza province. The first
port of call for assistance is neighbours as family is far away. They belong to the Assembly of God church which has
help0ed at times materially. No-one is in any other organisation.
•
Legal-political assets
They have voted in national elections but not municipal electyions. The municipality should do something urgently about
the erosion channel.

Information on historical access to land

63. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
Before independence
64. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes
65. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
186. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
yes
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
Sr Kock, the landowner for 500 escudos
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No – they share in the family. The other neighbours were allocated land around them by the local "structures" –
mainly during the war period

Plot development

187. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
Nothing – the grandmother planted the trees
188. How has this changed?
Trees planted, houses built
189. How has the household composition changed since then?
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Yes, the other daughter came to stay when her husband died (1985)
190. Cite any reasons for the household changes
The war brought other family members in to the city

Attitudes to land

191. Does the household feel secure on the land?
yes
192. If not, why not?
N/a
193. If so, does documentation support this?
No – no document but the plotholder's declaration of owneship was respected b y previous local "structures" when they
removed people from the land
194. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion – they would move if alternative was provided.
195. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
It has been in the afmily for years and is stil in developmemnt (unfinished house).
196. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Erosion
197. Would the household sell the plot?
No
198. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
199. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children and grandchildren
200. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The long time of occupation and trees planted etc.
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A
CASE STUDY 14

General information

66. What is the composition of the main residential household?
5. Plotholder, wife and 3 children
67. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
Plotholder is elctrician working in a firm in the Industrial are nopt so far away. The wife sells in the market and near the
house at times. The plotholder has a bank account, the wife is a member of a "xitique" and they manage to have some
savings. There is no machamba. They have some household goods.
•
Human assets
Nuclear family – see above
•
Physical assets
There is a school and health post not so far away. Nowhere for children to play except the plot. They purchase wayter
quite far away – the biggest "headache". They use paraffin for cooking. They have a latrine. They are worried about the
erosion. Rubbish is thrown in the erosion valleys. Thye zone is safe, with few robberies. They have good relations with
neighbours. The house is in caniço with a separate caniço kitchen.
•
Socio-cultural assets
There are good relations within the city and with relatives in Inhambane who they visit regularly, although cannot bring
much due to transport. Within the family they have set up a savings scheme for emergencies.
•
Legal-political assets
The adults have voted. The muncipality should do something about the road which is cut by erosion channels.

Information on historical access to land

68. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1998. Before he lived in his sister's house but wanted a place of his own as his chidren were born
69. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No
70. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchase – 9 million Mt (cerca $500), in various payments
201. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
No
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a
•
If they bought the land, was this from:
The previous owner was old and when the plotholder passed by he would talk to him. Eventuially he agreed to sell
the plot as he went to the province to retire.
•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development

202. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
A caniço house
203. How has this changed?
New caniço house
204. How has the household composition changed since then?
No
205. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land

206. Does the household feel secure on the land?
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Yes as most neighbours have same status
207. If not, why not?
N/a
208. If so, does documentation support this?
No documentation as he trusted the previous owner. He did not see the need to inform the local "structure".
209. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
None
210. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
They will develop the plot when they have the possibility
211. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial
212. Would the household sell the plot?
No
213. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
214. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The wife and children
215. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Near work and not too far from the city
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Location:

POLANA CANIÇO A

CASE STUDY 15

General information

71. What is the composition of the main residential household?
13. Plotholder, 7 children and 5 grandchildren from 2 daughters
72. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
•
Economic assets
4 members of the household are involved in informal commerce – plotholder and 3 daughters – mostly in "Xikelene"
market, but also from the plot. Tyhey have no machamba and no bank account but do participate in "xitiques on an
irregular basis depending on commerce.
•
Human assets
4 children go to school, including all 3 boys (the grandchildren are small). 1 child of school age is not studying due to not
having a birth certificate yet.
•
Physical assets
The children go to school in the nearby school. They use the nearby health post. There is nowhere for children to play
except the plot. They purchase water at a shop and cook with charcoal and firewood. Transport is far away. They have
latrine. There is aproblem with drainage – water runs across the plot when it rains and has created holes. Rubbish is
thrown in the erosion channels. The zone is relatively safe and there are good relations with neighbours. There are 2
caniço houses an d a caniço latrine/bathroom.
•
Socio-cultural assets
They have family member is the city and Gaza. If in need they share with neighbours – "we are all poor toegther here".
There is limited exchange with privincial family members due to poverty. They go to a church but no material benefit.
•
Legal-political assets
They voted in the national but not the municipal elections. They feel that the municipality will do nothing for them, but
should resolve erosion problems.

Information on historical access to land

73. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?
1987, before in Maxaquene with relatives and before that Xai-Xai (capital of Gaza province) – just before the war arrived.
74. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes
75. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a
216. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
•
Did they occupy vacant land?
yes
•
If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
The asked the local Grupo Dinamizadore
•

If they bought the land, was this from:
They paid 15,000 Mt (for the declaration).

•

Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development

217. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
Nothing – they were first to arrive in the are, which later filled up with war refugees
218. How has this changed?
As above – they built the houses etc.
219. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children born
220. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land

221. Does the household feel secure on the land?
No
222. If not, why not?
Erosion
223. If so, does documentation support this?
They have a decaration from the GD
224. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
Erosion
225. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
They would like to move but have no alternatives
226. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Erosion

227. Would the household sell the plot?
Yes if they could get an alternative
228. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No
229. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children
230. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
They are not particularly tied to the plot
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